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certainly won't work for the next tooth the next dRy. It is somethingwhich in

705t c'.ses would certainly be definitely harmful. I wouL. think in most cases

would be definitely wrong. On the other hand if a person has had a broken arm

and the arm has been DrRt set and it has been in a cast for quite a time, I'm

told that when you take the cast off of it there are apt to be adhesions which

have to be broken and that it is rather painful to do that. It is done with a

quick snap and the arm has to b relaxed to do it. In such a case the doctor will

talk to the person and. get their mind off it and get them to thinking that he is

0t going to do anything that will hurt them and then all of a sudden just snap

and t is done. Get them relaxed xxix by deceiving them but the deception

j certainly not wrong for them to tell them that it isn't going to hurt or to

tell them they are not going to feel it, would be I wo"ld. think a lie that would

he at least highly questionably. But to distract their attention which is

certainly giving a false impression is something that no o-ne would Question in

such a case. S0 there is a definite line there. I think that there is a

deception which is a concealment by telling part of the truth or by evading the

question and that deception of this type becomes right or wrong depending on the

motive. It becomes right or wrong zx depending on the situation. ertaInly

if someone tries to force you to tell them somethig that is none of their

affairs by tricking you into it and asking you questions that they had no right

to ask you certainly you have an absolute right to conceal from them the matter

which it is not their right to know. I think that a minister gets into very

.ifficult moral problems on this view inevitably because any minister who is

dealing as an advisor and helper with people is bouM to have situations where

people tell him matters in confidence--tell him matters which it is very helpful

for him to know and which he can help them and advise them if he knows, but which

he certainly should not reveal to other people. In such a case other people

will ask questions and will try to learn from him facts which it is not his place

tc tell them. In such a case it I rather difficult to know just how to answer.
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